We now turn to the solution of (1) in rational integers. Davenport and Lewis [6] found that there is always a non-trivial solution if n g; 1 8. This condition was weakened by Cook [4] to n ^17 and then by Vaughan [8] to w^!6. The last result is, of course, best possible without a further hypothesis on 7-adic solubility of (1) . In the present paper we save a further variable subject to such a hypothesis. (1) in the l -adle ßeld. Then the equations (1) have a nontrivial solution in rational integers.
Theorem. Let n = 15 and suppose that there is a nontrivial solution of the equations
The most important tool in the proof is an estimate of the type (4) J| £ e(oix 3 )\ 6 doc<^P T+e 0 xej* where $i is a suitable subset of the integers l, ... , P having at least P 1 " 6 members. This bound follows fairly easily from Theorem A of Vaughan's important recent work on Waring's problem for cubes [11] , äs was pointed out by one of the authors [3] in an application to diophantine inequalities. We state the result (4) in a precise form in § 2. Another essential tool is the use of Ramanujan sums to give upper bounds for integrals over major arcs, in the form given in [2] . We also require bounds for the number of Solutions of pairs of equations in twelve variables [6] and analogous bounds for single equations given in Davenport and Roth [7] , the latter results being more general since they refer to forms with real coefficients.
Considerable problems arise from repetitions in the sequence (we may assume at once that no pair c j9 dj are both zero, hence r l5 ..., r 15 exist in the extended real number System). In order to simplify the discussion we make use of the following result of one of the authors [1] .
Proposition 2. An equation with integral coefficients of the form has a nontrivial solution in rational integers.
Just äs in [6] , § 6, one can use Proposition 2 to dispose at once of the case in which there are six or more of the ratios r,· that are equal. Thus, from now onwards, we shall assume that no number occurs more than 5 times in the sequence r l5 ..., r 15 .
Outline of the proof
Like the earlier papers cited [4] , [6] , [8] , we give an asymptotic formula for the number of Solutions of (1) in an n-dimensional box, although six variables are now subject to additional constraints. The variables will be divided into three blocks of 5, 4 and 6, say {x l5 ..., x 5 }, {x 6 ,..., x 9 }, (x 10 ,..., x 15 }, in a manner to be explained in § 3.
In particular we shall arrange that no four of r i9 ..., r 5 are equal. Hence there exists a real solution of the linear equations with no η i zero. Without loss of generality (by changing x, into -x t , if necessary) we can suppose that ^·>0 (i = l, ..., 5). Let 6 = 5 C, = 2if (* = !,. ..,5).
For each / = !,..., 5 we define an exponential sum
where P is large and, s usual, ^(α) = βχρ(2πζα). Also, let Σ e(yx 3 ).
Let δ be a sufficiently small positive number, and write ε = δ 2 . Except in Lemma 5, constants implied by 0, «: and » notation will depend at most on ε and the numbers c,·, <*,·, r/,·. Now let (6) Tr =
We introduce the exponential sum s(y)= Σ Σ Note that the integers wy occur only once s w runs over τίΓ and y runs over integers in P 6a <y<2P 6<5 . Hence we can rewrite S s
xeaaT where (7) j/ Although this choice for j/ is somewhat artificial, it is very convenient in the present context.
Let N (P) denote the number of Solutions of the equations (1) in integers subject to ξ ί Ρ<χ ί <ζ ί Ρ (ί = 1,.. .,5),
x t e^ (i = 10,..., 15).
Our aim will be to prove N(P)-> oo s P -* oo, and this will prove the Theorem.
Let α ΐ9 οί 2 be real variables, and let
We can express N (P) s a double integral, namely
Here, for any measurable set Jf of finite measure, These arcs are easily seen to be non-overlapping, and we denote the union of all major arcs by StR. The complement of 501 in ^ is denoted by m.
In § § 6-9 we shall show that (Π) Λ^»Ρ^(1ο 8 ΡΓ 24 .
The principal difficulty of the proof arises in estimating JV m . In order to establish the Theorem we require the bound
Our approach to this will be via Cauchy's inequality, which leads to
Before we go into this in § §4-5, we explain precisely how to allocate the 15 variables into three blocks.
Rearrangement of variables
We now explain the basic rearrangement of suffices on which, indeed, the analysis of § 2 already rests. Here \δ\ denotes the number of terms of a sequence; in later sections we use this notation for the cardinality of a fmite set.
Before proving this lemma we explain the rearrangement of the suffices. The suffices i corresponding to the ratios r t in ^ are changed to 10, 11,..., 15. Those corresponding to r f e 3" and r t e % are changed to l,..., 5 and 6,..., 9 respectively. Moreover, we can arrange the following, Case I. In case (i) of the lemma, we may suppose that (14) ri =r 8 = r 9 ; r 2 = r 3 = r 6 ; r 4 = r 5 = r 7 .
Of course, r^ Φ r 2 Φ r 4 Φ r 1 by the lemma.
Case II. In case (ii) of the lemma, we may suppose that (15) r 4 = r 6 ; r 5 = r 7 .
Case III. In case (iii) of the lemma, if there is a repetition in ^, we may suppose that r s = r 9 . All other ratios are, of course, distinct.
We observe that in any case, in Case I by construction, in II and III by the lemma, there are at least 3 distinct ratios among r l9 ... 9 (16) is always an integer. This we will also assume throughout. Although it is not strictly necessary to do so, this will turn out to be convenient in § 5. Note that the coefficients c fc ,
, so that the ratios r k remain unaffected. Now we have finished the preliminary manipulations of the equations (1), and we turn to the proof of Lemma 1.
Suppose that among the sequence r l5 ...,r 15 there are exactly m distinct ratios. Group the same ratios together in sequences Q) j (j = l,..., m) with //H( Recall that we have already disposed of the case when six or more ratios have the same value.) Let k be given by Of course, we must have 0 ^ k ^ 5.
If k ^ 3, take 3 members out of each @ 19 Q) 2 , 22 3 and put them into &~ u ^; put all remaining ratios into y. Obviously, 9* contains no value more than three times, and we arrive at case (i) of the Lemma.
If /c^2, put min(/ 1? 3) members of ^ and min(/ 2 , 3) members of Q) 2 into y. Then fill up y at random, using members from 0 3 , ... , 2 m . Again, if contains no value more than three times. Moreover, among the remaining ratios, no value occurs more than twice. If among these remaining ratios there are two or more groups of two equal values, take two such groups {a, a} and {b, b}, say, and put {a, b} both into y and ^. A further group of two, if present, is put into ^, and what is left, is distributed at random in ^"u*. We arrive at case (ii) of Lemma 1.
If there is only one group of two equal values left after y has been constructed, put this into °U. Distribute the rest at random. If there is no group of two equal values left, again distribute ratios at random in y u ^. This time, we arrive at case (iii) of the Lemma.
Minors arcs -general remarks
We now return to the basic minor are estimate (13). An upper bound for the sixth moment of S(y) is required, äs was already pointed out in (4).
Lemma 2. We have
Proof. This follows at once from the Lemma in [3] , Observe that our sequence ««/ is a subsequence of the sequence used in the proof of that Lemma. Recall that £f contains no element more than three times. Therefore, by applying the inequality vve can always arrange that Here the sum is over certain pairs i,j with lO^i, j'^15 and r^rj. Integrating this, we find that
The principal difficulty is to establish Lemma 3. We have
We observe that the minor arc estimate (12) now follows from (13), (17) and Lemma 3.
The proof of Lemma 3 will be given in §5. In this section we proceed by a number of lemmas which will be frequently used in § 5. An important auxiliary result is [6] , Lemma 19. However, the Statement given there is not very precise, and indeed, an assumption on Davenport's and Lewis's number a 14 /b l4 seems to be missing. This was already noted by Vaughan [8] , p. 357. But our next lemma can be substantiated from the proof of Lemma 19 in [6] . Compare also ([8] , Lemma 2, (2. 1), (2.2), (2. 3)). The preceding lemma refers to the number of Solutions of a pair of cubic equations in twelve variables. We require analogues for single equations. Suppose we are given non-zero rationals A 0 , λ ΐ9 λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 and real numbers 0<ξ<ζ. For fc = l, 2, 3, 4 let μ* (P) denote the number of Solutions of (18) io(xl subject to ; P*< Xl , yi <2P* Lemma 5. In the above notation,
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The implied constants depend at most on λ 0 , λ ΐ9 λ 2 , λ 39 λ 4 , ξ, ζ, and ε.
Proof. The bound for μ ι is obvious. All the remaining estimates are implicit in [7] . To see this, let Γ(α)= Σ e(A 0 ax 3 ). The proof of this lemma is a simplified version of [6] , proof of Lemma 30, and we omit the details. This is well known; see the proof of [6] , Lemma 29, for example.
Lemma 8. For l ^ i ^ 5 we
This follows by a straightforward adaptation of the methods of § 4. 4 of Vaughan [9] , and is again well known.
Proof of Lemma 3
The proof of Lemma 3 splits into three different cases I, II, III which were introduced in § 3.
Case I. We recall the arrangement of suffices (14). Applying the simple inequality 2 , and a similar one for |Τ 4 with nonzero rationals A 4 , λ 5 . We now observe that the integrand in (28) Since r 4 Φ r 5 , we have for (α χ , α 2 ) e J^ u Ji^, by Lemma 6,  It remains to treat 3C b . By the reasoning which led us to (32), with the change of variable (α 1? α 2 ) -> (y 4 , y b ), and in the same notation, The argument is now very similar to the previous ones, so that we can be brief. Since the ratios r b , r 4 , r 7 , r c are all distinct (by Lemma 1), we can write 7 7 = μ 7 7 4 4-ν 7 
(The reasoning is very similar to that leading to (32).) Since the ratios r 6 , ..., r 9 are all different from r i and r b , we can apply the same method s we used to estimate the inner integral in (39). The inner integral in (41) 
The singular series
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of (11) . In fact we shall prove an asymptotic formula of the shape N m~ S/(P), where S is the singular series and /(P) is the singular integral, both to be defined below. This asymptotic formula will imply (11) . Our arguments are modelled on the treatment of the major arcs in [6] . But new difficulties arising from the complicated exponential sum S(y) have to be overcome.
We start by discussing the basic properties of the singular series, since some of the auxiliary results will be useful on other parts of our major arc treatment. Let and, for j'^15, 4 4 *;(<?) = Σ Σ
The following property of $ 9 (q) will be useful. which is the natural singular series corresponding to the problem under consideration.
We also define the truncated singular series where C is a suitable constant. For a particular p, it follows from Standard arguments that χ ρ >0 provided that the equations (1) have a non-singular solution in the p-adic field. Since no ratio r t occurs more than five times, any linear combination of the two forms (1) contains at least ten variables explicitly. By the corollary to Proposition l and our supplementary hypothesis on a 7-adic solution, such a non-singular solution does exist. Therefore, ©»1. On combining this with (49), the bound Lemma 9, one obtains Lemma 10. We have
The pruning of the major arcs
In this section we show that the main term in the asymptotic formula for Nâ rises from the major arcs with very small denominator q. When 1^α 1? a 2^q^P and m a α) = ί(α α)· α-Ôq,a i ,a 2 -|α ΐ9 α 2 . α, â nd write 9J1 0 for the union of all S loO?? «i, #2)· Obviously, 50l 0 fe α ι> ^2)c:9W(q, α ΐ5 α 2 ) for large P. Recalling the notation (10), the aim is to approximate N^ by an integral of a suitable function over 30Ϊ 0 . The result is stated precisely in Lemma 11, below.
The proof follows ideas developed in § 9 of [6] Any product of /s occurring in (57) must contain four factors (1+Ρ 3 |/? ; |) 1 . The corresponding ratios r,· can be arranged into t wo pairs r k ,r l with r k =£r h since among r l5 ..., r 5 no ratio occurs more than twice by the work of § 3. Hence, for any /, by (58) and (43), Consider an integer w e τΤ and let (α ΐ9 α 2 ) 6 SCR 0 have a i' « 2 ). In the notation of (50), we Since q^P d and w E W has no prime factor ^P d , we have S(q, w 3 b) = S (g, b) . Thus, on summing over w 6 KiT, we find In (66), we have established an asymptotic formula essentially of the shape promised at the beginning of § 6. It remains to investigate the integral in (67).
